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ADD ITIO?JAL DESIGN GHAJLTS RELATING TO THE

STALLI?IG Or !l!APEREDWINGS ‘

By Sidney M. Harmon. .

SUMMARY

Oharts are presented to show the effects of taper
ratio, thickness ratio, aspeot ratio, and Reynolds number
on the spanwlse location of the Initial wing stall and on ““
the maxlmun lift coeffloiant of the wing. These stall “
charts supplement the charts given in HACA Report Ho. 703
by including additional taper ratios and a root thickness “
ratio of 0.24 tapering to 0.09 at the tip. Yor a root
thickness ratio of 0.24, the effect of increasing the
aspect ratio to 18 is Investigated.

INTRODUCTION

At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, tho stall cht~rts prosanted In reference 1 for
tha NACA 230 airfoil series have been extended to Include
taper ratios of 3 and 4 and a root thickness. ratio of 0.24
tapering to 0.09 at the tip. The present report, there-
fore, may be considered a supplement to reference 1. The
combined scope of the stall charts of reference 1, designated
A, and of the present work, designated B, is summarized In
the following table:

TABLE I

[Aspect ratio, 6] ..

\

Thickness ratio I “ Referance designation

Root TIP
Taper ratio

1 2 3 4 5
0.12 0003 —A A B
.15 .09 s A $ B +
.18 .09 %
,21 ,09 & : @ : @?
.24 .09 B B B B B
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ror the wing with the root thickness ratio of 0.24, the
effeot of inoreaslng the aspeot ratio to 18 wae alao in-
vestigated.

METHOD AHD XESULTS

The assumptions and the method used in the present
oaloulations are identioal with those given in reference 1.
Figure 1 shows the assumed typical thickness-ratio variation
along tha span for the wing havtng an MACA 23024 section at
the root and tapering to an NAOA 23009 seatlon at the tip.
The figure includes taper ratios of 1 through 5. These
variations, as noted In raference 1, are Indapendont of
aspect ratio. ~or nll cages, tha variation of the actual
thioknoss along the span was linear.

Tho results are presented In figuras 2, 3, nnd 4 and
are summarized in table 11.

Figyre 2 presents the spanwiso dietrlbutlon, based on
llfting-line theory, of tho section lift ooefficiont a~a

“ ~i~ure 2(R) gives tha section lift coafficlents Ctal for

wings without aerodynamic twiet at an over-all wing lift
coefficitint of 1 for taper ratios of 3 and 4 and nspect
ratios of 6, 12, and 18. Figure 2(b) ~ivos section lift
coefficients Ciblo

for wings with 10 washout at CL = 0.

Plgures 3 and 4 show the distributions of o~ at the
wing stall compared with saotion values of clma~e Tha

figures are for Raynolds numbers of 4,000,000, 8,000,000,
and 14~000~000 basad on the maan wing chord. The values
of clm~ are based on two-dimensional tegt data obtained

from reference 2 and corrected to the local Reynolds number
at each section. The Reynolds number corrections were deter-
mined from data given in reference 3, which were extrapolated
for section Reynolds numbers greater than 8,000,000. The

c~max
valuas for thicknass ratios hlghar than 0,21 wero

determined by extrapolating the data from rof’arencs 2, A
partial oheak of this extrapolation was obtained.by a com-
parison of come of the values derived with experimental
data presented in referenco 4. Figure 3 prasonts the re-
sults for an aspaot ratio of 6 and taper r~tios of 3 and 4.



l?he figure includes thloknefas ratios at the root of 0.12,
0.16, 0,18, 0.21.S and 0024s each tapering to 0.09 at the
tip. Figure 4 prosonts the rasults for the NACA 23024-09
airfoil for aspoot ratioa of 6, 12, and 18, and tapar ratloe
of 1 through 6.

&
A Table II summarizes the results of the present study

for the 23024-09 wing for five taper ratios, three aspects
ratios, and three Reynolds numbers. This table shows the
position along the wing ba as a fraetlon of the semispan

at whloh stalling is first Indicated to oocur and the wing“.
maximum lift coefficients cLmaxO

DISCUSSION

The general tre~ds shown by the results of the present
computations are similar to those discussed in referenae 19
Figure 3 and a comparison of figure 4 of this report with
figure 4 of reference 1 show the effects of Increasing the
root thickness ratio to 0.24, The initial stall location
moves Inboard and the cl and cl curves dlvergo more

max
rapidly outboard of the stall point, This divergence out- “
board of the stall point with increasing thickness ratio Is
moro pronounced for low taper rntios. There 1s, In addition,
.a reduction in ths over-all win~ maximum lift coefficient
and In the mnr~in between tha c1 nnd c1 curves in-

max
board of the initial stall loca~ion. The Incrosse In wing
tnickness ratio from NACA 23021-09 to 23024-09 reduces the
caloulnted value for the wing mr.xlmum lift coefficient by
approxlmntely 7 percent for the lower tmper ratios (r, 1
and 2) and approximately 3.5 percent for the higher tnpor
ratios (r, 3 and 4).

Plgure 4 also shows the effscts of aspect ratio. It
Is interesting to note in the figure that the oImax dle-

tribution curves are independent of aspect ratio for a
given wing Reynolds number based on the mean wing ohord.
The ‘lal distribution tends to flatten out with increasing

aspeot ratio. (See fig. 2.) The resultant effect on the
initial stall location indloated in figure 4 is that an
increase In aspeot ratio tends to move the Initial stall
loaation tovard the center. The calculated wing maximum ‘
lift coefficient for the IUCA 23024-09 airfoil varies only
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slightly with aspeot ratlo~ except for extreme tapar. With
the extrema tapar ratio of 5 and a Iteynolds number of
4,000,000, Increasing the aspect ratio from 6 to 12 gives
a 4.5 percent Increase in wing maximum lift coofficionto
With a Reynolds number of 14,000,000 this increase In

CLmax is reduced to less than 1 percent. Increasing the

Reynolds number of the NACA 23024-09 airfoil tends to move
the calculated initial stall location toward the center.

Tho results of the present study and the data given
in reference 1 show the effeot of combining increases in
wing thickness ratio, aspect ratloD and taper ratio. The
effoot of comhinlng thesa changes varies somewhat with the
Reynolds number (and taper and thickness ratios). In gen-
eral, for a constant taper ratio a oombin~d increase in
iha thickness tind aspect ratios tends to reduce CLmnx

and to shift tho initial stall locntion inboard. If tho
taper rntio is, in addition, increased, the effect is to
reduce CLmax

and to widen the spanwise initial stall

r~gi.ono If, for ~xnmpla, a constant taper ratio of 2 is
nssumeds jointly Increasing the wing thicknose r.ntio from
MACA 23012-09 to 23024-09 and the nspect ratio from 6 to
18 results in a reduction in CL of the order of 9

m.ax
psrcent for Reynolds number of 4.000,000 and 16 porcont
for Reynolds number of 9,000,000. Yhe iuitir.1 stall re-
gion, however, movos inboard. from the s~,~.nwisuposition
of approximately 0,5G to 0.60 to the position of O to 0.130
If the taper r~tio 1s, 1~ a~ditlon, assumed to increase
from 2 to 5, the combiaed effects of these changes in taper
ratio, thickness ratio, and a~pect ratio result in a re-
duction In CLmax slightly less than the previously men-

tioned one and in a widening of the spanwise Initial stnll
region from 0,55 to 0,65 to 0.32 to 0.85 for Reynolds num-
%er of 4,000,000 and from 0.48 to 0.58 to 0.22 to 0.57 for
Reynolds number of 8,000,000.

FiCures 3 ando4 show, particularly for the XACA 23024-09
wings a comparatively large spanwlse gradient o? the

c~max
distribution. ~xperimental section data for the YACA 230
series Sndicate that the docreaae In c1 with increasing

max
thickness ratioe abovo 15 percent Is associated with a oorro-
epondlng thick~ning of the boundar~ Iayar. The comparatively
large variation in

c~max
between adjaceni sections, noted

for the HACA 23024-09 wing, is consequently associated, for
eoctions ali tha samo lift coefficient, with corrcspouding
differences in boundary-l~yer thickness.
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COHCLUSIOMS
.

,.. --, --, ~-.

Yhe results o.f the present study show tha same general

~ effects of variation in the taper ratio, thickness ratio,

.: and Reynolde number on wing stalling aharacterlatic~ &e

4 shown by the analysis of Report No. 703.

-. The specific conclusions noted mainly for the XACA
23024-09 airfoil are:

1. Increasing the aspect ratio and Reynolds number
fiends to move the calculated initial stall location toward
the wing center; whereas increasing the taper ratio moves
the initial stall position in the outboard direction,

2. The calculated wing maximum lift coefficient for
the NACA 23024-09 wing varlas only slightly with aspect .
ratio for the ueual tapars and, in general, incraases
slightly with increasing Reynolds numbers. Increasing
the wing thicknsss ratio from NACA 23021-3~ to 23024-09
decreases the calculated vnlue of maximum lift ccefficiont
lJy npproxlmntely 7 percent for tha lowar taper ratios of 1
and 2 and approximately 3,5 percent for the higher taper
ratios of 3 and 4.

3. In general, for a constant taper ratio, a com-
bined increase in the thickness ratio and the aspect ratio “
tends to reduce the maximum lift coefficient of the wing
and to shift the initial stall location inboard. If the
taper ratio 18, in addition, increased, the effect cf the
combined increases in aspect ratio, taper ratio, and thick-
ness ratio tends both to raduca the maximum lift coefficient
of the wing and to widen the spanwise initial stall reglon~ .

LanglW Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Langley Fiald, Ya.
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